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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we estimate the difference between the spectrum of A (which is 
supposed to be known completely) and A +E, in terms of the norms of E and 
AA* - A*A. Also we find a special upper triangular form K = Q ‘AQ which separates 
the distinct eigenvalues of A, and we estimate the II Q- ’ II a II Q /I 2 from the above. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be any n X n matrix and E be another n X n matrix. The different 
eigenvalues of A are h, of multiplicity m,, A, of multiplicity m2,. . . , A, of 
multiplicity mk, m, + m2 + . . . + mk = n. It is an important problem to 
estimate the differences between the eigenvalues of A + E and the eigenval- 
ues of A. If p is any eigenvalue of A + E, let hi be the closest one to p among 
all eigenvalues of A. What is an upper bound on 1 p - Xi I? The six papers 
listed in the references have given some upper bounds. Among these papers 
there are two kinds of weaknesses. 
One is where the upper bound is of the form C /I E II ‘in, where C is some 
computable number. For this form, even for II E II very small, we have II E II ‘in 
a number near 1. So in general the upper bound of C (1 E (1 ‘In is much bigger 
than the value of JX i - p). 
The second kind of weakness is where the upper bound is C II E II ‘/‘,, 
where li is the ascent of hi, but C depends on the spectral condition number 
ljQl1 IIQ-’ 11, the bound of which is not given. So C is not computable. 
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In this paper we will overcome these two kinds of weaknesses. We give 
the upper bound of lhi--pl in the form CllEIl~/m, where 7n=maxi~i&mi), 
and C is a computable number, if the eigenvalues of A are known. Further- 
more, if A has linear elementary divisors, the upper bound of ]Xi - ~1 is 
C II E II ,,. In this case we have given an upper bound on the spectral condition 
2. THEOREMS 
For any nXn complex matrix A, by Schur’s theorem there is a unitary 
matrix V such that 
V*AV= 
*, 
Here Di=XiZ+Hi is an m, X mi upper-triangular matrix and Hi is an _ _ 
upper-triangular matrix with zeros on its diagonal. mi is just the multiplicity of 
the eigenvalue hi of A. So Xi #Xi when i#i. Pi is an m, X(n -8f=lmi) 
matrix. 
p, 
*2 I p2. 
*k-l ‘k-1 
*k 
=A,. 
For simplicity, we use the norm II. II as Z9, norm II. II 3, and the norm II. II F 
as Frobenius norm. Now denote the matrix k by - 
HI 1 P, 
4 L Pz 
M= 
From [4] we know 
II M II FG T JlI A*A-AA*]] F =N; 
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LEMMA 1. For the matrix A,, there is a rumsingular matrix T such that 
’ Dl 
TA,T-‘= 
D2 0 
O’*. ’ 
\ Dk 
where 
1 Xl 
\ 
1 x2 
T= 
0 * I‘ x,_, ’ 
I 
here Xi has the same order as Pi, where 
rrl$ - 1 
Xi= 2 (-l)‘H;P,(X,Z-Ai+J(‘+‘) 
and 
Ai+l= 
l=il 
Di+l P,+l 
Dit2 4+2 
0 ’ Dk‘, pk-_l 
Dk 
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Proof. According to the definition of Ai+l, 
Multiply A, on the left by and on the right by 
which is the inverse of 
. 
We have 
If the matrix equation 
-D,X,+P,+X,A,=O 
has solution X,, then we get 
D,X,+P,+X,A, 
A2 1. 
(1) 
But Equation (1) has a solution X,; in fact, the equation can be written as 
X,1X,-X,A,=PI-H,X,. 
We have 
or 
X,(h,Z- A,)= P,-H,X1, 
X,=(P,-H,X,)(h,Z-A,)-‘. 
Use H;‘l=O; we get 
?#I , - 1 
X,= z (-l)‘H:P,(X,I-A,)-“+“. 
I=0 
So we use a similarity transformation to eliminate P,. We can do this also 
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for A,, etc. At last we get 
iz 
Tr *.. 
0 
Z 
\ 
'I 
I 
X 
\ 
VI-1 
xi= z (-l)kZ;P,(X,Z- Ai+l)-(‘+l), i=1,2 ,..., k-l, 
l=O 
and 
’ 4 
\ 
i. 
X k-l 
Z I 
x, 
0 
z I 
I 
. . 
'I 0 
Z x2 
. 0 
\ I 
TA,T-‘= 
Q? 0 
0.. ’ 
\ Dk I 
n 
LEMMA 2. ‘Zf li is the ascent of the eigenvalue hi of A (the ascent is a 
number which is the highest order of the Jordan blocks belonging to hi of A), 
then H!a = 0. 
Proof. If 
A=Q-‘IQ, 
where J is the Jordan canonical form of A, then 
= TA,T-‘= TU*AUT-’ 
= TU*Q-‘JQUT-‘. 
228 
Let W= QCTl-‘; it has inverse W-l= TU*Q-‘. We have 
’ D,-h,Z 
D,-X,Z 
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= w-‘(J-X,Z)W, 
or 
so 
Hl 
D,-X,Z 
(Q-X,Z )” 
D,-X,Z 
=w-‘(J-X,Z)W. 
= w-y J-X,Z)“W. 
\ I 
! ( D,-All)” , 
The rank of (J-All)‘1 is n--ml, but the rank of 
I HI, 
(D,-All)” 0 
0 . . 
\ ( D&II)‘1 
were greater than n - ml if Hi1 is not equal to 0. Hence Hi1 ~0. The proof 
for the other Hi is same as the proof for case H,. n 
COROLLARY 1. The Xi in Lemma 1 can be shown to he 
I,- I 
x,= x (-~)‘H!P,(X~Z-A~+,)~(‘+“. 
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COROLLARY 2. Zf A has linear elementary divisors, then in Lemma 1, D, 
is a diagonal matrix Ail, and 
is the Jordan canonical form of A. 
LEMMA 3. Let 
0 
x2 
Then Xk=O. 
Proof. We can prove it as we did for a k X k upper-triangular matrix. n 
COROLLARY 1. T-‘=(z+X)-‘=z-X+p.+ . . . +(_l)kp’Xk-‘* 
LEMMA 4. 
k-l 
IIXl12~ z IIxil12, 
i=l 
i=1,2 ,..., k-l. 
si= i mi=n- i mi, 
i=i+l i=l 
i=1,2 ,..., k-l. 
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Proof 1) X ]I 2 =Z.L is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix X*X. So there is a 
eigenvector y corresponding to ZJ, such that I] Xy I] 2 = ~.r, II y I] = 1. We have 
IIxl12 =p= IIx~l12 =(xy, xy)=2f=1(xiy9 xiy)E8f=1(x~xiy> y)< 
X:=1 ll Xi II 2. Here Xi is considered as a m,Xn block, with zeros to the left of 
Xi, namely 
(0 ... 0 Xi). 
Thus the first inequality is proved. 
Using 
I,- 1 
X,= 2 ( -l)'H!Pi(XiZ-Ai+l)-(l+l), 
I=0 
which is the second inequality. 
For the third inequality, we know II(XiZ-Ai+i)-il\i is the largest 
eigenvalue of the matrix [(X,Z-Ai+i)*(XiZ-A,+l)l-‘. If the least eigen- 
value of the matrix (hiZ-Ai+l)*(hiZ-Ai+l) is a;, then I((X,Z-A,+,))‘(( = 
l/a,. Let the eigenvalues of (hiI-Ai+i)*(X,Z-Ai+i) be u~,c$,...,a~ with 
o~<cr~~ . . . <u2- then we have x.3 
det[(XiZ-A,+,)*(X,Z-A,+i)]=e&$. . . 0: 
=det(A,Z-A,+,)*det(h,Z-A,+i) 
so 
i=$+l Pi-%l”* 
u, = 
u, . . . a,, 
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But ~~~IIAi’--Ai+~ll~m~i+~~i~~lh~-hil+JIMI(~; hence 
,l(XiZ-Ai+l)-’ ,I= 1~ 
*1 
“gi 
( max ’ /Xi-hi1 +N) “-l i-tlGj<k 
i=@+l Ihi-Xil”” 
This is the third inequality. 
Then we have 
II xi II <g II pi II 9 i=1,2 )..., k-l, k>l. 
LEMMA 5. II X II qv. 
Proof Using Lemma 3, for k > 1 we have 
k-l k-l 
IIXl12~ 2 IIXil12~ 
i=l 
SO that IIX Il<gN. When k=l, we have IIX II=@ g=O also; so IlXllGgN 
holds again. n 
THEOREM 1. For any matrix A, there is a nonsingular matrix Q such that 
I 
*1 
\ 
Q-‘AQ=K= 
*2 0 
0.. ’ 
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Di=Aiz+Hi, i=1,2 ,*.., k, is an mi X m, matrix, where mi is the multiplicity 
of the eigenvalue Xi of A. Hi is an mi X m, upper-triangular matrix with zero 
on its diagonal and H!l= 0, where li is the ascent of A i. Furthermore 
IIQ-‘llllQll”(l+gN)[l+gRi+ ... +(gW-l]. 
If A has linear elementary divisors, then the Jordan canonical form K of A is a 
diagonal matrix and 
(1+gAq[1+ghi+ . . . +(@V)“‘] 
is an upper bound on the spectral condition number of A. 
Proof 
TA,T-‘= 
TCT*A UT- ’ = 
0 
0 
D k 
Let Q= UT-’ be a nonsingular matrix; its inverse is Q-l= TU*. Using 
Lemma 2, we get the first result. 
On the other hand, 
IIQII=llUT~‘11=1/7’-‘II=~~(~+X)-’/~ 
=llZ-x+x+ *.. +(-l)k-lXk--lI1 
=z1+gN+(gAq2+ . . . +(gN)k-‘, 
IIQ-‘~J=~~TU*~~=IITII=l(Z+XII~l+gN. 
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So IlQ-‘II ilQil~(l+gN)[l+gA+ ... +(gN)k-‘]. For 
the symbol 
simplicity, we use 
!L?=(l+gN)[l+gN+ . . . +(ghy 1 
in the following discussion. 
When A has linear elementary divisors, then li = 1. From H!l =O, we know 
Hi = 0, so all Di are diagonal; hence K is a diagonal matrix, namely the Jordan 
canonical form J of A. 
Let G= { PIP-‘AP=_Z}, and the spectral condition number be 
:X(A)= minjlPI[ llPP’l/. 
G 
Obviously 
X(A)~lIQII IIQ-‘II. 
So ‘-?(‘( A)<SI. W 
Let Z=max(Zi), where Zi is the ascent of the eigenvalue hi of A. Consider 
the polynomial equation 
x’+x’-‘+ . . . +x=s. 
It is easy to show that for any positive number s the equation has unique 
positive root h,(s) which is a monotone increasing function of s. 
THEOREM 2. For any eigenvalue p of A+ E, we can find an eigenvalue 
of A such that 
C2) 
Proof A+ E -pZ is a singular matrix. If ZI also is a eigenvalue of A, then 
ZL -h, =O, and (2) of course holds. So we can assume ZL is not a eigenvalue of 
A. Using the matrix Q of Theorem 1, we have 
QP’(A+E-pl)Q=(K-pZ)+Q-‘EQ 
=(K-pZ)[Z+(K-/dplQ-‘EQ]. 
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Because If (K -pZ)-'Q-'EQ must be a singular matrix, we have 
or 
On the other hand, we have 
IIWPZ)Yll= y$yk ll(o,-~Z)~ll/=(/(u,-~Z)-‘II, . . 
Di-pz=(Xi-p)z+H,, 
so 
[Here we use the result of Lemma 2: (H, )‘j x0.1 Hence 
We get 
f: 
q= I i IPjNPl 
Y N 
2 
IIQ-‘II IIQII IIEII ’ 
Using the fact that h,(s) is a monotone increasing function, then 
or 
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COROLLARY 1. If all elementary divisors of A are linear, then 
I~-hil~llQ-‘II IIQII IIEll~WlEII* 
Proof. When all elementary divisors of A are linear, 
I= max (Zj)==l, 
lGi<k 
so that 
Hence 
N 
‘p-hi’G h&V,IIQ-‘ll IIQII IlEll) 
=//Q-‘/I IlQll IIEII~f2lIEIl. n 
This is just the result of F. L. Bauer and C. T. Fike, but here we know the 
constant 3. 
In practice we generally can not know the number 1, but we can know 
m=maxlsi_&mi)~Z. We let h,,,(s) be the unique positive root of the 
equation 
p+p-l+ . . . +x=s. 
It is easy to show that 
So we have 
COROLLARY 2. 
N 
‘p-hi’G h,,,(N,l/Q-llj IQ,, IIEII) G h,(N,~llEll) 
Using the number m=maxlsisk(m,), we have the following result. 
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THEOREM 3. If q1 is the unique positive root of the equation 
x~“=(x+N)‘)~~~~~IEI~, 
then for any eigenvalue p of A+ E, we can find an eigenvalue A, of A such 
that 
Proof. From the proof of the Theorem 2, we have 
and there is a 
Let (l(~,-~Z)~‘/l= / I ol, where 05 is the least eigenvalue of ( Di -pZ)*( Di 
-pZ). Denote the eigenvalues of (O,-pZ)*(D,-pZ) by at, a;,..., ai,, with 
O<W,<W,< . . . <a,,, ; then 
SO 
On the other hand, for i=2,3,. . . , mi, 
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For the function 
T 
F(r) =log (x+;)‘-l =rlog$ +Wx+~), 
F’(r) =log[x/( x + N)] <O for any x >O. So F(r) is a monotone decreasing 
function. We have 
Ihi-Plm 
(Ihi-pI+N)“-’ 
G Q II E II 
and 
Now we consider a harder problem. Let pl, pz,. . . , p, be the eigenvalues 
of A + E; we denote a new order (Y of the n eigenvalues 
by A’” A@’ AC.31 A’“’ 
We w&t tb kn’dw ;he value of 
We have 
THEOREM 4. Let the matrix A he given as above. ‘Suppose for each 
perturbation matrix E, there is a number q(E) which only depends on E. Zf 
for any eigenvalue p of A + E we can find an eigenvalue X(p) of A such that 
238 
and if 
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dtE)+E) when O<t<l, 
then there is a order a: x’“, A@‘, . . . , A(‘“’ of the eigenvalues of A such that 
where k is the number of different eigenvalues of A. 
Proof. For each eigenvalue hi of A, we draw a circle on the plane with 
Xi as its center and q(E) as its radius. So there are k circles on the plane. We 
divide them into s groups. Each group is either a connected area or a 
connected area together with some circles that touch its boundary, and 
different groups have no common part. Denote the s groups by Q2,, &, . . . , !i12,. 
Let ki be the total number of circles in the group Qi; obviously ki < k<n. 
Consider the matrix A + tE, 0 G t G 1, whose eigenvalues are 
PL(t)rPL(t)>...r p.,(t). Using the condition of the theorem, we know that for 
any pi( t ) we can find a eigenvalue X( pi( t )) of A such that 
So for any tE[O,l], pl(t),p2(t) ,..., p”(t) are located in i22,Ufi&U . . . Ufi2,. 
If Q2, contains X,, A,,..., X,,, then when t=O, there are m,+m,+ . . . +mk, 
eigenvalues I* I( t ), p & t ), . . . , p*,(t) in tit,. So when t=l, there must be m,+m, 
+ . . . +mk, of~l,~LZ,..., p,, in a,; otherwise, there would have to be at least 
one pi(t) outside ti,U&,U ... U!d2, for some t, O<t<l, which contradicts 
(3). We can reorder the indices of X, of multiplicity m,, X, of multiplicity 
mz,..., x k, of multiplicity mk 
+ . . . +m,, of pl,p2,..., pL, h 
to coincide with the indices of these m, + m2 
Q2,. Thus we have 
After doing the same to the groups Q2,. . . , GY, we get 
Itii’-j+(2k-l)q(E), j=l,2 ,..., n. n 
COROLLARY. For any nXn perturbation matrix E, if the eigenvalues of 
A+Earep.,,~~,..., p,,, then we can give an order of the eigenvalues of A as 
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A(“’ X(2’ , , . . . , x’“’ such that 
IP-+q2k- l)?l, 
where 
and 77, is the unique positive root of the equation 
Now let us look at two exampIes from [2] in order to compare our result 
with other results. For fair comparison, in spite of our result ]h”’ -pLi] d (2k- 
l)~, we will still use IXci’-piJG(2n- 1)~. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
k=l, ilEII=0.09341,N=10 
equation 
-3 , g =O, m ~2, and 77 is the positive root of the 
that is, 
x2-0.09341X-0.09341x lo-3=0, 
?j = 0.0943993 ) 
so 
Ostrowski’s result is 4.842546; Henrici’s result is 0.302969; Bhatia’s result is 
1.978569. 
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EXAMPLE 2. 
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A=(: ;), E=(m-y’ _loy2,,ij. 
IIE11=10-2/,&, N=fi, k=2, X,=1+@, A,=h@, &-/2fi=g, 
giV = 0.6123724, and 
Ostrowski’s 
0.8457. 
result is 1.9027; Henrici’s result is 5.1962; Bhatia’s result is 
REMARK 1. The number g in the theorems depends on the order of 
eigenvalues of A. So we can find an optimum order of eigenvalues of A, 
which makes g minimal. 
REMARK 2. In practice, we want to compute the eigenvalues of matrix B. 
But we get the eigenvalues X,, X2,. . . , A, of B-E, and we know nothing 
about E except the upper bound on II E 11. We can consider B- E=A, so 
B=A + E, to use the theorems of this paper to estimate eigenvalues of B. 
REMARK 3. If X,=X, + E, where E is a very small number, then 
where 
Xl 
A=U* 
\ 
A,=U* 
U=A,+E,, 
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IO 
E 
E,=U* 
0 
0 
0 
0 
/ 
u. 
I 
So B= A, + E, + E. Because we know the eigenvalues of A, and we know the 
upper bound of llE,+ElI, which is less than E + II E II, we can use the 
theorems on A, and B. 
The author wishes to thank Professor B. N. Parlett for many stimulating 
discussions. 
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